
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF 63C & 92C GRUBBING TONGS

1. The 63C Grubbing Tong handles small trees and brush up to 5" diameter.
The 92C Grubbing Tong can handle up to 8" or 9" diameter.

	

If the end
points only are touching & pulled on directly this may damage the
Grubbing Tong.

2. Use a regular log chain with a hook in the approximate center of the
stranded 3/8" wire connection.

3. Use enough power for a steady continuous pull. Short jerks may damage
or break the Grubbing Tong.

4. When pulling scrub brush which have small diameters, hold inside the
Grubbing Tong by using the flat brush plate. Hold by hand until the
chain tighens & grips the scrub brush. The flat brush plate should be
on the top side in pull position for ease of handling.
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